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From 1971 to 1993, the apparitions of the Mother of the Eucharist took place silently and confidentially.
In these first years, the Bishop Claudio Gatti and the Seer Marisa Rossi were trained and guided in the
mission by Our Lady; since 1986, by God's will, a cenacle was formed with a few people called to prayer
and testimony; some of them were even allowed to participate in the apparition. On June 20, 1993, Our
Lady brought a letter that aroused fear and dismay in their hearts: "My little children, it is time to bring
groups of people to you... God the Father wants it like this, after twenty-two years of silence and
concealment". With these words, uttered by Our Lady on 20 June 20, 1993, God the Father commands
that the apparitions of Our Lady, which took place with Marisa’s presence, our Bishop, then a humble
priest, and a few other people, should become public and open to all; this happened since October 24 of
that year.
Thanks to the apparitions and revelations of Our Lady to the seer Marisa Rossi over the years, the title
Mother of the Eucharist, unknown in the Church for twenty centuries, began to be known and began to
spread throughout the world.
Ten years later, in May 2003, Our Lady announced the triumph of the Mother of the Eucharist in the
Church and in the world: "Everyone knows the Mother of the Eucharist, everyone knows the Bishop
ordained by God, Mons. Claudio Gatti, and the seer Marisa Rossi. Those who are silent, or those who
say they do not believe, behave like this out of envy only”. (Letter of God, May 29, 2003)
According to God's will, the feast of the triumph of the Mother of the Eucharist is celebrated every year
by our community on October 24, the day of the beginning of public apparitions, a date that assumes
great importance also in the Church history.
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TToday I feel I am the elder brother of each of you, certainly not because of my age but because of
the fullness of the priesthood that God has given me and the mission he has entrusted me. As an elder
brother I have the duty and the right to speak to you about the one we all invoke as a Mother and today
we celebrate as Mother of the Eucharist.

Usually when a family gathers on the occasion of a feast concerning the mother, it is up to the eldest
son to toast, say a few words suitable for the occasion and toast the guest of honor, in the name of all the
children. Well, I gladly take this on. In the silence of the apparition I greeted her in your name and in the
name of the whole Church because she is the Mother of all and I am committed to talking to you about
her in the best way.

So I make you an exhortation, I offer you an invitation: if you want to follow the words carefully, try
to open the eyes and ears of the soul because they are the most suitable to understand and enjoy what I
tell you.

First of all, I invite you to fix your gaze on the Mother of the Eucharist, try to realize her greatness and
in front of her, God himself, who created her, remains astonished and amazed.

You will remember that in the account of creation, when God creates the various realities in
succession, at the end of each one he concludes with the expression: "God saw that it was very good", but it
was with the creation of Mary and especially her soul, that God's joy was even greater than what he had
in creating all natural realities. We can therefore say that "God saw she was the best", before her greatness
and beauty of this creature that He kept in His heart and loved since eternity: there is nothing superior
to the best.

It is true, what I have just said applies to everyone; each of us before existing was known and loved
by God, and we can even say that our thoughts, our life, our future, which we still ignore, was clear and
known to God. But let's stop and go back to the Mother of the Eucharist; I invite you, as an art critic
should do in front of a masterpiece, to observe carefully. When we are before a painting we often do not
realize its artistic wonder and we need someone to describe the details that highlight its greatness.
Today I will do the same and I say to you: "Look at this exceptional creature and start to think what wealth
God has given her".

God showered her with grace, so much so that, even if He had wanted, He could not have infused her
with more, because He gave her all the grace and spiritual wealth that it was possible to grant to a
creature. Her soul is immaculate because it was preserved from sin; she is the only creature who never
stained with any blemish the integrity, purity, whiteness of her soul full of grace. Our Lady is free from
any stain and projected by God into the boundlessness of being able to live the theological virtues of
faith, hope and charity in a way inferior only to God himself.

This love from Mary moved her, pushed her to give, to love, to understand, to serve the others. The
Gospel also highlights this service of Mary which continued throughout her existence and above all
from the moment when, as the only creature until now, she was brought by God to Heaven with her
soul and also with her body: these are truths of faith!

Then God also allowed her to fulfill her desire, that is, to be intimately united to the Son in suffering
and love. I have already had the opportunity to tell you that Mary was not a simple witness or spectator
of the sufferings of her Son, she was always close to him, from the beginning of his passion, and for the
Son, to see the mother close to him in bilocation, was a consolation, a drive and strength.
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Mother, I, Bishop ordained by God, entrust the Church in a particular
way, your Son established it, suffered for it, died, shed His blood which is
your blood, but today it is encrusted with so many scales not reflecting its
nature. Remove these scales, give back to the Church her young, serene,
poor and humble face. The Church must be poor, must make the choice of
poverty. The Church must address the poor with greater care and
attention and, as you said, by selling her treasures, her valuables and her
riches: the poorer the Church, the richer she is, that is, the more humanly
is she weak and the more spiritually strong she will become.
(From the prayer by H.E. Mons. Claudio Gatti on October 29, 2006)
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Furthermore, Our Lady also wanted to share her sufferings in a mystical way, so that every blow of
the scourge that struck the body of our Lord equally struck the immaculate body of the Mother; the
thorns of the crown that pierced Jesus’ skull also pierced Mary’s skull; the nails that passed through
Jesus’ hands and feet also pierced Mary’s hands and feet; lastly, the spear blow that pierced and ripped
her Son’s side, also pierced and ripped his Mother’s side. If this were not enough, she also wanted to
follow her Son in the expiatory experience of death. Yes, we know it because we were told by her: Mary
wanted to live the experience of death even if for very short time and from this death arose Mary’s
glorification, transformation and ascend; however, as she is our Mom, she is more on Earth than in
Heaven.

Our Lady played and continues to play her maternal role from the very moment when, under the
cross, she received from her Son the mission of being the Mother of all. The Church, despite the
weaknesses of her men, continues to go on and will go on, she will be renewed, reborn, purified, not
only because Christ sustains her, but also because Mary was and will always be present. The Church, in
fact, was established by the Son and she, as a mother, is always near and shares all that the Son does.

The two great, sublime gifts that Jesus gave us are by giving all of himself and to give us his Mother.
What could He do more? This gift is precious for us, because just as she was always close to her Son
during the long and silent years in Nazareth, so she never left him, not even for a second during his
public life, sometimes even in bilocation. Therefore, in bilocation or in the reality of her physical
presence, Our Lady never left her Son alone and in the same way she never leaves us, her children,
alone.

Also today she repeated it, even stressing that she will accompany those who have come from afar on
the return journey. However, Mary does not exhaust her company there, she certainly extends it in your
homes, during your work, when you go from one place to another; she, as God allows it, is always
present next to every child, especially to those who suffer most. This is because the Mother of the
Eucharist sees, in the face of those who suffer, the features of her Son Jesus who suffers, who continues
to suffer and to sacrifice in the Mass for each of us. Mary is close to every child; she participates in the
sufferings of those living in pain and embraces them.

If you have noticed, she is a woman who loves neither exhibition nor triumphalism; however she has
been accused of being chatty, but what son can tell his mother you are a gossip? Mothers speak to help
their children, to correct them, to encourage them. If we recognize this to an earthly mother, why must



we deny it to our Celestial Mother? But who are we thinking we are in judging, in humiliating the
Heavenly Mother by saying that she cannot speak for so long?, We rather thank God for allowing and
forcing her to speak. What would we be without the help, the teachings of Our Lady? What would each
of us be like today, starting with me? Our transformation, our most convinced and stronger adherence to
Christ, who operated it, who encouraged it? Wasn’t it Our Lady? Who brings more souls to her Son? Is it
the Pope, are the bishops, are the priests? No, it is Mary who brings more souls. Against whom does the
diabolical ferocity rage the most, of whom does the devil speak in the most negative and evil way?
Mary. All those who are on the side of the devil speak badly of Our Lady, they offend and limit her
because she bothers them; Our Lady is the truth and the truth always wins on the lie. The truth always
gains victory over lies, falsehood and selfishness. The devil and his allies, whoever they are, speak badly
about Mary because they see in her the most dreadful enemy to fear, to defeat, to get rid of. But God is
with Mary, God puts His power in Mary's hands. Mary is omnipotent by grace, not by right, for the
Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit of whom she is daughter, Mother and Bride, have placed her in such
a high dimension, a dignity so sublime that before her, a human and earthly creature, even the celestial
spirits, the angels, bow reverently, recognizing her superiority and royalty over them.

Here is who Mary is, she is a Mother who prefers those who suffer. You have heard today, and it was
not the first time she has said it: there is a big plague in the world, children are dying of hunger in the
countries of the Third and Fourth world. There are children without food and medicine and something
needs to be done. We must not limit ourselves to praying, but today we must do something. A Pope will
arrive who will strip himself of his riches to give them to the poor, but in the meantime we are
beginning to do something.

I have never allowed money to be collected during the H. Mass, the offerings are freely given before
the H. Mass, never during, because we must concentrate on the Eucharistic mystery we are witnessing.
However, today we make an exception because we are driven by love, the love that opens the Heaven
also to Protestants, also to Muslims, even to members of other religions. Today, during the Holy Mass,
we will make an act of love, I will not be able to physically go and collect, but the people who are
delegated will do so now, during the prayers of the faithful, with discretion. Each one of you gives what
you can and we will send it to the children in Nigeria who are literally starving. Due to the drought that
lasted for over three years, crops were burned and animal farms were destroyed, therefore they no
longer have food neither from the earth nor from animals. And who is suffering the most? The children.

You see, we have the joy of seeing so many children mixing freely here, chirping, from those who
have a few weeks to those who are eleven, but if our children were in this dramatic condition what
would we do? Yes, we pray to God for them, but we must also give. Just think that with twenty euro
you can ensure the feeding of a child in Nigeria for a month, with just twenty euro! What are twenty
euro for us? Almost nothing, we eat a pizza and a coke, instead, there they feed a child for a month, and
I want to shout this with all my might. Therefore these offers, which were supposed to meet the needs of
our community as usual, will instead be sent to Nigeria because there is much more need there.

Just think that at this very moment it is the Mother of the Eucharist who, through my humble person,
is asking you to give to these suffering children. I well know that there are many others in other places,
but let's not hide behind these justifications, as if to say that if we give to one we cannot give to others;
let us give to them and the Lord will be happy with this. Now let's do the prayers of the faithful and
there must be no distraction: we pray and love, we rise to God and reach out to the suffering brothers.
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EE very human and celestial reality has its reference, its reason for being in Christ, as St. Paul
explains to us in the letter to the Ephesians. This is the reason why the title of King belongs to Him.
"Without a crown" is not to be understood as a manifestation of humility, but as a manifestation of
power because Christ is King by divine right, by acquired right, as all creation is his property and he
does not need to resort to frills, symbols, royal images, to affirm the right to be recognized and accepted
as king.

By carefully following today's readings, you could even log some passages from one to the other in a
logical sequence, thus obtaining a reading that highlights this right and royal manifestation of Christ.

Pilate then went back inside the palace, summoned Jesus and asked him: “Are you the king of the
Jews?” “Is that your own idea,” Jesus asked “or did others talk to you about me?” “Am I a Jew?” Pilate replied
“Your own people and chief priests handed you over to me. What is it you have done?” Jesus said “My kingdom is
not of this world. If it were, my servants would fight to prevent my arrest by the Jewish leaders. But now my
kingdom is from another place.” “You are a king, then!” said Pilate. Jesus answered “You say that I am a king. In
fact, the reason I was born and came into the world is to testify to the truth. Everyone on the side of truth listens to
me” (Jn 18:33-37).

When Pilate asks him: "Are you a king?” Jesus replies: "My kingdom is not of this world". To a
superficial interpretation it might seem that Jesus excludes his kingship from everything concerning
earthly reality because it is lived by the kings of the various nations but this is not the actual meaning.
To say that Jesus is not king of this world means that Jesus is not a king like the others. To be sure that
this is the truth, just refer to the passage from the Apocalypse.
Jesus Christ is the faithful witness, the firstborn from the dead, and the ruler of the kings of the earth. To him

who loves us and has freed us from our sins by his blood, and has made us to be a kingdom and priests to serve his
God and Father - to him be glory and power for ever and ever! Amen.
Look, he is coming with the clouds  and every eye will see him, even those who pierced him; and all peoples on

earth will mourn because of him. So shall it be! Amen.
I am the Alpha and the Omega, says the Lord God, who is, and who was, and who is to come, the Almighty (Ap

1:5-8).
Here John states that Jesus is the prince of all kings and therefore has sovereignty not over a

particular group of people or a particular nation, but over every leader of the nations. Consequently, if
he has kingship and authority over the leaders, he also has authority and kingship over the subjects of
each nation. Christ the King should give us a sense of security, because we have chosen to follow Christ,
the powerful, the almighty God, so we should feel more defended and more protected in our rights and
in our earthly life.

As Jesus praised Mary who chose the best part, so he can praise each of us for choosing the most
powerful king, the king of kings. He is the only one who can affirm his kingship over every man on
Earth, over religious and civil leaders, in such a way that, as you have heard several times, each one,
every individual, every nation, every community, every group, every race, may bow before Christ,
recognizing him as God. This statement cannot find its implementation on Earth because the knowledge
of historical and cultural factors has not always made it possible for man to meet Christ, thus
recognizing his authority and royalty. All this, on the contrary, certainly takes place in Heaven where
every man, regardless of the religion to which he belonged, the nation in which he lived, the culture he
had, before Christ, he will put himself in a situation of acquired knowledge and manifestation of
subjection. The knowledge of God bursts in every soul after the encounter with Him, at the moment of
the Last Judgment. This perfect knowledge, immensely superior to earthly knowledge, is reserved for
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those who are momentarily in Purgatory and for those who are in Heaven. The souls in Purgatory begin
to have a knowledge of God that becomes more and more extended as the time of their stay in
Purgatory decreases until it attains a maximum when they reach the Heaven. This is what happened to
millions of people who ascended to the Father in two moments, on October 24 and today. All those who
are in Heaven know theology, morality, scriptures much more than all the Church specialists and
exegetes who commented on it in the past, present and in the future. This means that when we too will
be in Heaven we will know God with a depth never reached on Earth and that no-one has ever been
able to make clear and explain. When we speak of God or Christ, we say what is in the revelation of the
Old and New Testament, what God the Father, God the Son and God the Holy Spirit have manifested to
us, but the deepening of reality and the relationship between creature and Creator become perfect in
Heaven only. Therefore, the subjection on our part and the sovereignty on the part of Christ are grasped
and understood only when in Heaven. That's why I would like us to experience the goal of Heaven in
the best way: In any respect we gain from the point of view of beauty, health, happiness.

Why be afraid to go to Heaven and think about death with uneasiness? Death was defeated by Christ
the King, death is absolutely not to be considered as someone else's victory over us, but it is the
propitious and best opportunity to meet God. Now you can experience this as an anticipation and in
Heaven in the future, as a complete and absolute reality. Today Christ the King taught us that if we love
Him, He will make us strong and powerful princes. We can find that this is the only true reality by
making some observations: small, weak, unimportant people, according to men, now receive enormous
respect from God and are entrusted with much more difficult and complicated missions than any
mission performed by a living person. God always calls the little ones, the humble. In this regard I can
reveal to you that in two days the Lord will send a person from Earth and other people from Heaven to
Turkey. They are priests, a bishop, people who have paid for their loyalty with their lives, but for the
most part they are simple people to whom, when they lived on Earth, no one would ever have entrusted
a task, a responsibility. Instead, God entrusted them with precise tasks and responsibilities during the
days of the pope's stay in Turkey, not so much for him as for others. If nothing happens in those days it
will not be thanks to the work of the police, specialized bodies, espionage or counter-espionage, but
simply because of the action of God. I have revealed these things to you so that you may understand
that Christ is the King of kings, that Christ is God, that Christ is in history and we must thank him
because he is always present and his presence qualifies history.

Human history from various points of view is bleak, but if Christ had not been there, misfortunes
upon misfortunes, wickedness upon wickedness would have taken place. This is Christ and all the
realities of the spiritual world and the earthly world are centralized in him. Before it seemed they were
just words, but this is the reality. Jesus recalled that on that famous November 26, 1995, if he had not
intervened, there would have been dreadful, negative reactions on those present and even an
earthquake would have destroyed a large part of Rome. None of this has happened and no-one has
noticed anything but the instruments used for the study of seismic phenomena, which have detected
these phenomena with less power because God intervened. On that day there were demoniacs,
magicians and witches in the thaumaturgic place, but God used an element of nature, rain, to send them
away. It seemed that we had to get soaked in water, but we realized, at a certain point, that we were
dry. Christ the King intervened and defeated his enemies, He could have done so in a striking way, but
this is not his style. He defeats them, He just gets rid of them, He doesn't need to have men’s applause,
the sound of fanfare and bass drums. God is only interested in freeing his children from danger, more or
less serious, both spiritual and material. If someone should fall under some earthly or physical
misfortune, do know that in those circumstances God does not forsake us and in the last moments of life
He accompanies the person passing away so that they may be saved. This is what God is. I simply gave
you some brushstrokes, enjoy them, submerge them in your reflection, keep and spread them because
the choice we made is the only one which insures to reach God and all our brothers who are before Him.
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Homily of December 2, 2006
SATURDAY OF THE 34TH WEEK IN ORDINARY TIME

1st reading Apoc 22:1-7; Psalm 94; Gospel Lk 21:34-36

II t is absolutely not a Holy Mass for the soul of a dead person, it is a Holy Mass we offer on the
day of the third anniversary of Grandmother Iolanda's meeting with God. It is nice to speak in this
way: an encounter with God that I wish for each of you when the time comes. Three years have
passed since her first meeting with God, during this time, I must admit, I have better understood the
spiritual greatness of grandmother Iolanda. This woman has lived on Earth for almost a century and
despite the fact that I knew her very well, only after her encounter with God, He himself, through
Our Lady, made us partakers of her greatness.

For some time I have been telling you to entrust and raise your prayers to grandmother Iolanda
because I am sure it is God's will that this great little humble and simple woman will one day raise
to the glory of the altars.

I am sure that her intercessory prayer to God has already obtained graces, but we wait for the
great miracles that are needed by the ecclesiastical authority in order to be able to decide the
beatification first and the canonization thereafter.

And God glorified her, entrusting her, as you have heard, with gifts and many missions. The last
one, perhaps you do not know this one, I am talking about it for the first time, took place on the
occasion of Benedict XVI trip to Turkey.

From the protagonists of these meetings, both on a political and religious level, there were
triumphal tones and satisfied faces. Each of them self-attributed the credit for the success of the
visit, during which no incident took place. This is the human reading, instead the reading of God is
completely different. If no accidents ever took place, even if attacks were prepared, it is thanks to
divine intervention. In fact, together with the delegation from the Vatican, the delegation from
Turkey and that of our Orthodox brothers, a heavenly delegation was present.

Ten people, nine who came from Heaven and one who is still on Earth (the Seer Marisa),
accompanied the papal procession all the time to avoid accidents. Present were Our Lady, St.
Joseph, grandmother Iolanda, grandmother Iolanda's mother, Speranza, grandmother Iolanda's
sister, Anna, Mons. Oscar Romero, killed while celebrating Holy Mass and, as I was told by God,
has been praying a lot for me for some time; Also present were Don Giovanni Acristini, a fellow
priest of mine in seminary who died very young due to a cancer, Don Enrico, parish priest of a
village in South Tyrol where we went on vacation and who, when he learned of these apparitions,
immediately believed, Don Puglisi, a Sicilian priest who was killed by the mafia and certainly,
together with Mons Romero and others, has to be raised to the altars.

That is why no accident has occurred, but the newspapers do not write this and the news does
not talk about it, but one day history will speak of this; It will be myself at the right time to proclaim
that these interventions were the work of God, to exalt him, to give glory and all honor to God: this
is the reason that will prompt me at the proper moment to talk about them. Thus it can be said: "My
God, You assist us even if men do not notice it!" And who did God use? A bishop, three priests and
then some simple creatures to whom the world has not given any importance but are great before
God. This procession was not limited to staying in Turkey but, when the situation was quieter, it
moved to assist other people in need, such as children, both in Brazil and India, at the opposite sides
of the world. I tell you all this to glorify God and grandmother Iolanda was one of the greatest
architects of this. On the other hand, you know, because you have been told, that on the occasion of
the passage of millions of souls from purgatory to Paradise, grandmother Iolanda was always
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present. That's why we need to feel somewhat more relaxed. Today grandmother Iolanda has
spoken, addressing words of love: "God has given me permission to speak. Hello to all my children,
grandchildren and great-grandchildren, I am your mom and grandmother. I am happy and I feel well in
Heaven, but when I come to Earth and see so much misery, I suffer and feel bad. My dear sweet children and
grandchildren, love each other, love each other. My dear grandchildren, raise your children properly, make
sure that they are always good, respectful and above all they must not quarrel among themselves; they must
love each other. I also pray for the small cenacle, for all the ladies who loved me. My love and my affection are
directed to the Excellency, my Excellency, for whom I pray so much. (...) Whenever I come up and bow before
God, I pray for him. Now there are other people, like his confreres and grandmother Speranza praying for all of
you. You, from the cenacle, the small group of your Movement, love each other and try to love your Bishop. I,
from the heights of Heaven, see you, pray for you and I am with you; be respectful of each other." (From the
letter of God, December 2, 2006).

It is right, it is normal that grandmother Iolanda addressed words of love and affection to her
children, grandchildren, great-grandchildren and to the Bishop whom she certainly loved more than
a son and was loved in return more than a mother. I would also like the community to invoke her
and take an example from her and I am addressing in particular the women present here.

This is holiness: giving God and others the best of oneself in concealment and humbleness
without recriminations, without gossip, without feeling envious, living a life like grandmother
Iolanda: a life of service and openness to others, living while concealing all the good that was one.
Here, I am addressing you women, from those who are gray haired to those a little younger, to the
younger ones: make her the model of your life. Of course, we are lucky enough to have Our Lady as
a model, she is our Mother and she will always be our Mother but I know the great esteem she has
for Grandmother Iolanda. Our Lady is the first to enjoy and rejoice because we are talking about her
and other simple souls like her.

As you well know, because I have already told you several times, grandmother Iolanda in
Heaven does not need to be prayed for. When you celebrate a Holy Mass for a soul in Heaven, we
give it graces, gifts, great merits and God determines the quantity. The Holy Mass is an immense,
incalculable gift, however a soul in Heaven does not need it for itself, but for the others; therefore
today I celebrate the H. Mass, you participate in the H. Mass for grandmother Iolanda and together
we give her this great gift, which comes back to us through other graces, through extraordinary
aids, through special supports. I address those who know they have relatives in Heaven: have Holy
Masses celebrated not as a prayer for the dead, but as a gift. It is clear that every soul in Heaven has
a particular bond with its own family and prays in a particular way for it; therefore open yourselves
to hope, to certainty. Live and let’s live these days in anticipation; I don't know if you have heard
the message that was uttered in a rather low voice, but Our Lady said: "Don't worry, when God tells
me, I will come immediately", this is the hope we are living together with all the Heaven. It is not an
exaggeration, but all of Heaven is praying for us and with us; Grandma Iolanda said this too,
praying ceaselessly before God for our needs and to hasten the moment when, as Our Lady said
several times, suffering and isolation will end. This feeling of loneliness from a human point of view
will end and joy on Earth will begin in anticipation of the highest and most beautiful one in Heaven.
Praised be Jesus Christ.
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Prayer formulated by H.E. Mons. Claudio Gatti 
27th February 2009

II have been writing this prayer for some days, encouraged also by the words of Jesus: "Knock
and it will be opened to you, ask and it will be given to you".

I do not want to make, at this moment, considerations, nor recriminations or a long list of "whys"
or complain because something has been said and something has been done, I don't care at this
moment. Instead, I address all of Heaven, starting from the Trinity, passing through Our Lady, St.
Joseph, grandmother Jolanda, all our saints, friends, protectors, angels, all the people who enjoy the
beatific vision and who are both in the Paradise of the beatific vision and in the Paradise of waiting.
I also address, for help, the saved souls in Purgatory, I address everyone.

Mine is a plea that I address to God, through Mary’s intercession, Mother of the Eucharist, and
the plea concerns us, and by "us" we mean the Bishop, the Seer, Yari, Laura and the family living in
this house. We are collapsing in a disturbing and disastrous way.

We are possessed by tiredness and, when a person is tired, he sees things in a different light, with
gloom, discouragement, sadness, melancholy and we see things through this lens, but you cannot
tell us we are not right.

Only You, God, can help this house, only You, God, can ensure that serenity, joy, enthusiasm
finally return to this house, because they have long since moved away from it.

We all seem prisoners of a situation from which we would like to free ourselves, but we cannot:
this is not what the children of God have to live.

I said that at this moment I will not make any kind of reflection and consideration but a plea:
make sure that this situation that is repressing us, actually destroying us, may cease.

Give us the chance to breathe, the chance to live, work, enjoy the family. Only you, God, can
ensure that this situation, so hard, sad, and I was about to say and perhaps it is also right to say,
gruesome, may end.

I said that I will not ask questions, but I appeal to you God, to your mercy, to the Mother of the
Eucharist, to your maternal love for us and to all other saints and angels, to their brotherly
intercession, because truly, finally, may this condition change as I can no longer bear to see it in
Marisa, nor in me, nor in Yari and nor in Laura.

Lord, you can, if you want, only you can, if you want, no-one else can change this situation, no-
one else can give us back the joy and serenity of living but you, my God who, despite everything,
each of us deeply loves. If we didn't love you, none of us would be here, but would have chosen
more serene occasions, different paths, different environments.

This is what I had in my heart and I expressed this to you, but you already knew it because, in
these nights, in these days, I have repeated it to you dozens and dozens of times. To my words,
however, your silence followed, to our distress it seemed, and I use this verb, almost a detachment
followed.

God, you love us, show us according to our schemes, according to our expectations, according to
our desires. I have nothing more to add but to particularly entrust Marisa, Yari and Laura to you.
Marisa - and the Bishop.
Bishop - I entrust you, you entrust me.
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OOn Thursday 11th november 1999 in Via delle Benedettine a new great Eucharistic miracle
happened. A host, that had been previously put by Our Lady on the chalice of the white statue of the
Mother of the Eucharist, bled; it was the 9th time that the Eucharist bled in the thaumaturgical place.

The host bled in three different moments. We quote the witnessing of Don Claudio Gatti, the
Bishop ordained by God, who was the first to see the Eucharist bleeding: "It was about 1 p.m. when I
went to pray before the host that on 3rd november had been put by Our Lady on the chalice of the white statue. I
saw immediately a round spot of blood inside the host and some drops that were gurgling and coming out of its
inside. I immediately called the people who were in the house so that they could see and witness the Eucharistic
miracle. We prayed and sang, then everybody came back to their ordinary activities".

Later the bishop came back again before the Eucharist and noted surprisingly that the shedding of
blood had not only stopped, but was continuing abundantly. In fact, while previously the blood had
stained only the central part of the host, then in a second moment it had begun to overflow and had
stained the superior part and partially the base of the chalice. In addition a drop had fallen onto the
base of the statue. "I called the people again - continues Don Claudio - and adored the Eucharist and
ascertained that the blood had continued to come out of it. Then we went to eat; lunch was very fast. At 2:45 p.m.
I came back to pray and noted that in the meantime the shedding of blood had increased intensely up to wet the
hand, the chalice, the clothing, the foot of Our Lady and many drops were on the base of the statue".

We members of the Movimento wondered the reasons of this great sign of God, but above all we
wondered: why when a statue of Our Lady bleeds or sheds tears of blood do everybody run to see it
and instead when Jesus the Eucharist bleeds do few people come to adore Him? Who picks up the
divine blood? The Mother of the Eucharist during the apparition that took place in the same day
answered to these questions and, addressing Marisa, said: "Today I have told you that the world goes
worse and worse; I must defend my son Jesus by those men who hate Him and you. The blood is an act of love for
you and of suffering for those who don't believe. Until the world doesn't change, my heart and Jesus'heart will
bleed".

In the history of the Church it has never happened that in the same place so many and important
Eucharistic miracles have happened and that the Eucharist bled nine times. If Jesus the Eucharist
bleeds it is not a good sign for the men of the Earth, but above all for those who say they are christians
and keep on offending God. This is the strongest and most difficult moment of all the history of the
Church and the Lord who is merciful yet waits for the conversion of the souls, but at the end He will
be just and will intervene with justice. The Lord asks to welcome Him, to love Him, to adore Him and
to keep Him company before all the tabernacles of the Earth.

The Mother of the Eucharist during the apparition spoke again about the great Eucharistic miracle
and exhorted the faithful of the community to spread the new of this very important event: "Don't keep
this miracle for you; it must be spread everywhere: in the houses, in the squares, in the districts and in the
churches. Without fear bring and show the photos of the Eucharistic miracle. The situation must explode because
the miracle is great; Jesus bled once again in the host. When He bleeds in the big host it is for all the priests, from
the Pope to the most little priest and when He bleeds in the little host it is for all men. You know that man is not
able to love, he doesn't love and kills".

Will we be able to answer to this motherly appeal, so sad and dramatic? About six month later, on
May 18, 2000, the same host bled for the second time. After celebrating the H. Mass, while the bishop
was coming back into the house, he was assailed by a strong perfume, coming from the room where
are kept the hosts that bled. He opened the door of the room and his glance was attracted by the white
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statue, on which had bled the Eucharist put by Our Lady on November 11, 1999. Don Claudio
murmured: "My God" and prostrated himself to adore the divine blood that was coming out for the
second time, after some months, from the same host. The scene which was before the bishop's eyes
will remain indelible for ever in his mind and in his heart. The living red blood contrasted with the
white of the statue. Furthermore, differently from the first time, when few drops of blood had stained
little parts of the chalice and of Our Lady's dress, this time the blood had come out so abundantly that
it had covered completely the part of the chalice and it formed a wide and long rivulet that starting
from the base of the chalice reached the base of the statue. In some points the fresh blood had covered
the older dark one and in other points it had gone a different path.

The following day the Mother of the Eucharist spoke about the latest Eucharistic miracle: "My
beloved children, a host put on the little white statue has bled again. The miracle speaks clearly and says that men
don't convert their heart. My poor Jesus who was persecuted, slandered and killed 2000 years ago, today is in
still sadder and more horrible conditions. It is not a good sign that from a host that already bled, blood and water
have come out again". 
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